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Many libraries are configured as members of a union catalog. Union catalog libraries share bibliographic data, but nothing else 

until today. Now staff accounts can be replicated to specified catalogs in the union catalog. Here's how it's done: 

Step 1: Request Enabling Staff User Change Catalog from CyberTools. 

Send to Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com a list of libraries in your union catalog which need to share staff accounts. Support 

will enable these catalogs for you and reply by email that you are ready for the step 2. 

Step 2: Enable specified staff accounts for access to the catalogs in step 1. 

Use Staff Functions->Properties->Staff Accounts. Select each user who should be able to change catalogs. Notice the display-only 

field "Other catalogs setup for full access by this catalog's staff accounts" lists which catalogs are enabled for shared staff 

account access (here framed in red): 

 

Selecting the check box "Allow this account access to the above" enables this staffer to directly log into the catalogs listed in 

field "Other catalogs setup for full access by this catalog's staff accounts". The staff user can also change to one of the catalogs 

via Main Menu->Change Catalog. 

The staff account and its password are now automatically copied to the enabled catalogs. 

The staff user can be in any of the enabled catalogs and change the account's password and/or the Contact Information, and 

those changes are copied to the other enabled catalogs. 

Any catalog administrator can use function [Staff Accounts] to update or enable a staff account, and the same action will be 

replicated to the designated catalogs. 

If an enabled staff account is later disabled, then the software will no longer replicate the account's data.  



 

Step 3: The newly enabled staff user can now change catalog without logging out and back in. 

Use Main Menu->Change Catalog: 

 

If there is only one other catalog, then the change is instantaneous. If there are more than one, then the staffer should select 

the target catalog from the popup menu: 

 

Note that the current catalog is displayed first, followed by the allowed access catalogs. The selected catalog becomes the 

current catalog. 


